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SUMMARY

Studies have been mude in an attempt to provide information
on the control opemiionx of the human @?Qt. he studi-%

inchuied an investigation oj the a.biliiy of pi.kta to control
&muLatedunetable yawing osci!+?utimw,a 8tudy of the basic
churacten”9tic8of hunuzn-~”lotcontrol mxpome, and a study to

detmnvinewhether and to what extent pilot control rtxponse
can be repiwwntedin an analytica-!form.

The limit oj the a.bi?iiyof a pilot to control eimuluiedaticrajt
yawing 08cihk-tion9 thui are mude unxtuhle by, the introdua%n
of a momentproportional to yawing oekciiy has been ck%erminai
a8 a junction of frequency, inherent damping, and control
e~ectivcm?as. The ability to control tk shum to be a func$bn
of the manner in which 13wtahiliiyh produced in the system.

The coniroire.sporweof humanphi% showe certain individud
characi2ri8ticaand incorks .kncie8 that prevent any general
represents.twn of the control operatti of human piloti @I a
singk 8et of charactei%ti. However, the fregwmq-.wponse
churactetitix oj a group of research pi.iota experienced with
i!h problem of aircrafi 08ciJ?kti0n GOWYO1showed &u@i&d
consistency to be repnxwntd approximatdy by an expression
of response i!hd rejkt.s the response time of a human. Tk%
expramione88entidJyprescru%thepilot 03a cmwtamt-amplitu&-
raiioderioative controli?erwith a time lug. The vtwdiee,how
ever, &o indicated that,for oth-erthan osci.UutOrymotions s-uch
as a 8tdicaUy divergent yawing moth, the &t could adjust
his control churacterhticato .wMYthe .situai%n.

Calculaiion8 of pilot a.bi.li.tyto -01 8imuLai!cda%i-a~
yawing oscillations by use of this approxim expremion of
pilot control re8pon8e 8h040 qua.hldve agreemeni m“th experi-
mental re8uJt.9. This agreement imi?ti LW it is prac$icul,
jor the yawing condition, to repre+wntpilot control re8p0n8ein
an anal@ical form. For application to a 8pecijic problem,
however,consideration8houldbegwen to thee$ech thatparticular
condtiion.smighl huve upon the resporwe oj the pilot.

INTRODUCTION “

Recent advances in aircraft design hnve greatly improved
aircraft performance, but the design trends necessary for
this improvement have led to conditions that are inherently
unfavorable for welldamped lateral oscillations. NIany
presem%la.y military aircraft exhibit undesirable oscillatory
characteristics and it has been predicted that some proposed

designs will have dynamically unstable lateral oscillations.
Research has been directed toward the evaluation of the

effect of these oscillations upon pilots’ opinions of the flying
qualities of aircraft and the determination of the pilot’s
ability to control dynamically unstable lateral oscillations
(ref. 1). It is believed that a better understanding of both
these problans could be had if some information on the
basic characteristics of the control operations of pilots were
known, and it would be eapecitdly helpful if the control
operations of the pilot could be represented in a form suitable
for an analysis of the combined aircrafbpilot system. Pre-
liminary work has been done in thii general field, as described
in reference 2, but as yet there is a lack of information on the
control operations in the piloting task.

The purpose of the present studies was to investigate
further both experimentally and’ analytically the character-
istics of pilot abili~ to control dynamically unstable yawing
oscillations, to study pilot control response, and to determine
whether and to what extent pilot control response can be
represented in an analytical form.

Previous studies (ref. 1) indicated the suitabili~ of using
ground mock-ups or simulating devices to study pilot ccm-
trol operations. In the present studies two one-degree-of-
freedom simulating devices, one for roll and one for yaw,
were employed.
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SYMBOLS

diilerential operator, d/dt
tblag operator
rudder-pedal force, lb

gWW% .COIIS@% thaF’i@udes control effectiveness
and pdot titi~ok~plitnde sensitivity, f&lb/deg/sec

moment of inertial slug-ftz
viscou9-lag time mtitant,, sec
control moment exerted by pilot, ft-lb
destabilizing moment, ft-lb/radian
time for yawing oscillation to reach half amplitude,

sec
time for yawing oscillation to reach double amplitude,

sec
time, sec
deflection of rudder pedal, in.
time lag, sec

ISupmaWtborecantlydeclmhledNAOA RMLSZ017entitled“A Studyof the~ti~ of Humnn-PflotOonuolResvomto SimnlatalAfraaftbtml hIoUoW’
by DonnldO.Oheathnm,1962.
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+ angle of yaw, deg

Subscripts:

rudder deflection
; rudder pedal force

APPARATUS ‘

In the initial phases of the studies of human-pilot control
operation and control skill, it was decided that such studi=
should be limited to one-degree-of-freedom motions. Inas-
much as yawing motions are known to be one of the primary
causes of fixed-gun *i inaccuracies, ~the ability of the
pilot to control the yawing component of motion appeared
to be most important. Therefore, the initial investigation
was restricted to a study of the pilot’s control of aircraft
yawing motions

In order to facilitate the studies a ground mock-up device
vms built which is known as the “yaw chair.” This piece
of apparatus was used in the investigation described in refer-
ence 1 and, except for certain modifications, the same
apparatus was used in the investigation described in the
present report. & may be seen in figure 1, the yaw chair
k“ a simple framework supporting a pilot seat and rudder-
pedal arrangement and is pivoted in a bearing located directly
beneath the pilot seat. The rudder pedals are connected
to a “control spring” systam (fig. 1(a)) in a manner that
affords the pilot a means of applying yawing moments to
the yaw chair. These applied yawing moments are analogous
to the yawing moments applied to an aircraft by a deflection
of the rudder. The spring constant of these control springs
determines the control yawing-moment effectiveness that is
available to the pilot. h order to give the pilot a control-
form feel more nearly equal to that found in actual aircraft,
a combination of shock cords is included in the control

(a) General view.
Fmum I.—Yaw-chair imtallation.

system which acts to restrain rudder-pedal movemmts.
The pedal-force gradient created by the shock cords is groat
enough so that there are only minor difi%rences in the force
gradients for the three sets of control springs used. Theso
variations of rudder-pedal force with rudder-pedal deflection
are shown in figure 2. In order to make the yaw choir
oscillate, a restoring spring system is connected to the ynw
chair and provides the restoring forces that sirqulate mro-
dynamic stability. The control springs, however, also con-
tribute a certain &mount of restoring force so that there was
a lower limit of frequency that could be obtained by varying
the stifloess of the restoring springs. Thereforo, it wcs

necessary to install a set of destabilizing springs, as shown
in figure 1(%), in order to produce the lower frequmcies of
oscillation. A schematic diagram of the destabilizing spring
system is presented in figure 3 which shows how tho system
produces a moment in the direction of a displacement of tho
yaw chair from ita centered position. It is the stiflness, or
spring constant, of the complete yaw-chair spring system
that determines the frequency at which the yaw chair will
oscillate.

For the studies to be made it was desirable to proviclo for
dynamically unstable osciJlatiom. In order to produco

thiscondition a moment must be introduced to the system
that has an effective component 90° out of phase with tho
yawing displacement. Such a moment can be obtained by
introducing forces proportional to the yawing velocity ~ or
proportional to the time integral of yawing displacement
J+dt. These two methods were originally believed to give
similar results, and because the latter method requirocl
simpler apparatus it was used in the investigation described
in reference 1. The remdtx of reference 1, however, showmd a
variation with frequency that indicated that the pilot’s
ability to control yawing oscillations decreased with do-
crewing frequency below a frequency of 0.8 cycle pm second.
This result was somewhat different from that which had
been expected and was thought to be associated With tho
metiod of. producing the instabili~. Thus, the desirability
of the present tests in which instability is obtained by tlm
introduction of a moment proportional to yawing velocity

(b) Yaw chair with destabilizingspringsattached,
Fmmm l.—Concduded.
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&was indicated. Essentially the difference in the two meth-
ods is that, in the case in which the destabilizing moment is
introduced proportional to J4 dt, the pilot has to control
the yaw chair back to its exact centered position or else a
moment w-ill be introduced that tends to re-excite the oscil-
lation; whereas, in the case in -which the destabilizing
moment is introduced proportiomd to $, the pilot haa only
to stop the motion of the yaw chair at any position to stop
the introduction of destabilizing momenta.

The present method of producing an unstable yawing
oscillation was made possible by installing a form of auto-
pilot that is sensitive to yawing velocity on the framework
of the yaw chair directly beneath the pilot’s seat (fig. 1 (a)).
Tho essential workings of this system are shown in the sche-
matic diagram of figure 4. As the yaw chair swings in the
direction indicated, the autopilot senses the yawing velocity
and produces the indicated displacement of the output
mm which in turn deflects the bell crank and results in an
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FIGURE 2,—Variation of rudder-pedal force with rudder-pedal
deflection.

increased y~w-ing moment in phase with the yawing velocity.
The gearing of the autopilot could be controlled so that any
desired damping horn a slightly stable to a highly unstable
condition could be obtained. The tiequancy-response
chaxacteri5tic3 of the autopilot for a typical condition are
presented in iigure 5 and show- that, for the range of fre-
quencies covered by the present tests, the performance of the
autopilot satisfackmily approximate the ideal performmme
which would give zero phase angle and a constant-amplitude
ratio with respect to +.

In order to provide a reference point for the pilot, a
projector, attached to the side of the chair, projects a reticle

I .,..-;”-- oisp!accrnaf in w

Caked positbn d orm Ihot is fb.ed
ri’
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FIGURE3.-Schematic diagram of destabilizingspringeshowinghow the
w- =e~ a moment h tie direction of a Yaw-chairdisplacement.
Change in spring extension due to displacement of yaw ohair is
small in comparisonta preset spring extaneion.~
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FIGUEE4--Schematio diagram of the deatabiliaingautopilot system
of yaw chair.
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Frequerwy, mdb~ ,

FIGURE5.—Frequenoy responsa of th; destabilizing autopilot system of
yaw ohair for a typical oondition.

on a screen in front of the pilot. A point is marked on the
screen that corresponds to the position of the reticle at
zero ymving displacement.

In order to broaden the scope of the pilot-control-response
studies, another devim was constructed so that aircraft
rolling oscillations could be SinmIated. This simulatir,
known as the “roll chair,” is shown in figure 6. The roll
chair is essentially similar to the yaw- chair except for its
plane of freedom. It, too, is a simple framework with a
pilot’s seat that is supported in bearings so that it is free to
rotate about its longitudinal axis. A spring system also
providea restoring forces neceswmy for au oscillatory system
and a separate spring system is connected to a iontrol wheel
to enable the pilot to produce rolling moments. At the time

, ... ... >

fc,~SinU50W input
d@ing rnechon’krnL..

FIGIJllE6.—Ro~ ohair.

of the completion of tb e roll chair, the yaw-chair studies
indicated the desirability of studying the frequency-responm
characteristics of the pilot by subjecting him to varied-
amplitude and frequency-forced sinusoidal motions and
analyzing his control response. The roll chair appeared to
be well suited for such studies; therefore, a driving mecha-
nism which can be seen in figure 6, was connected so that
sinusoidal oscillations of varied frequencies and amplitudes
could be forced into the simulator.

As an aid to the studies made with the roll chair, a bench
setup was employed to study human response time and tho
characteristics of human control response to certain types of
stimulus motion, such as a step motion. This setup con-
sisted of a large disk pivoted about ita center and inserted
perpendicularly to the plane of a table so that only the
upper part of the disk could be seen above the table. This
disk had a triangle painted at a point next to the outer edge
so that the apex pointed toward the center of the disk.
The subject was provided with a control wheel which was
linked directly with a pointer so that by turning the control
wheel he could line up his pointer with the apex of tho
triangle paintid on the disk. It was possible for the disk
to be moved in a varie~ of patterns and the objective of tlm
subject was to keep his pointer as C1OS61Ydined a-spossible.

Standard NACA recording instruments were used in all
three apparatus units to record the control response of the
subject and the motions of the simulator or the input disk.

.

TESTS

The tests were divided into two phases: The fiat wns con-
cerned with dekmining the abiLity of pilots to control
simulated aircraft yawing oscillations and the second was

rmining the characteristic of the controlconcerned with dete
response of the pilot. These two test phases wore, in part,
conducted simultaneously.

For the first phase of the testing, six experienced resmrch
pilots attempted to control simulated yawing oscillations
of varied frequency and inherent damping with varied control
effectiveness. The frequency of oscillation was varied from
zero to about 1.1 cycles per second; the inherent damping,
from a slightiy stable condition to a highly unstable con-
dition; and the control effectiveness available to tho pilot,
lover the range present ed in table 1. Tb e values of control
effectiveness used are roughly comparable with those used
in similar tests described in reference 1 and are prescmtod in
table I as the variation of yawing moment with rudder-pedal
deflection divided by the moment of inertia of the yaw clIcLir
N8)I and the variation of yawing moment with rudder-pedal

force divided by the moment of inertia NF/I. Also presented
in the table are values of the degrees of yaw per inch of

‘+ d the degreesrudder-pedal deflection — an
(f&

of yaw per pound

‘* These paramet&s were chosenof rudder-pedal force ~

. .
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. TABLE I

VALUES OF CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS
OF THE YAW-CHAIR TESTS

Approx.
period,

Sao

26
2.4
L9
1.45
1.8
1.0

N,r/z NF/I

Control spring 1

7.6 0.24 1.2
7.6 .24 L 1
7.6 .24 70
7.6 .24 :40
7.6 .24 .33
7.6 .24 .20

Control spring 2

25 142 0.45
23 142 .45
L9 14.2 .45
L4 142 .45
L2 142 .45
Lo 142 .45
.9 142 .46

24
!226
1.86
L4
1.26
1.0
.9

2.2
2.0
L2
.76
.66
.36
.27

Control spring 8

1s. o
18.0
18.0
18.0
la o
18.0
l& o

0.66
.66
.66
.66
.66
.66
.66

2.6
23
L 6
.96
.72
.44
.32

0.041

.036

.023

.013

.010

.006

0.070
.064
.038
.024
.018
.012
.008

0.084
.071
.050
.029
.022
.014
.010

.

because they provide a convenient mems of correlating the
yaw-chair system with aircraft systems.

The tests were made in the following manner: I?or each
setup rm oscillation was recorded without pilot control
action to provide necessary dab on frequency and damping.
Then a record of the pilot’s attempt to control the oscillation
and bring the projected reticle to bear upon the mark in-
dicating zero ymving displacement was taken in order to
evaluate his ability to control that particular characteristic
oscillation. The sequenm of varying the teat parameters
was similar to that maintained in reference 1. Brief teats
were also conducted with one pilot in which the yaw chair
was destabilized statically by using the destabfiing SP@

. and leaving off the restoring springs. The resulting yaw-
chair motion, without pilot control, was a static divergence.

36smM~l

The second phase of testing was primarily concerned with
determhing the frequency-response characteristics of the
human pilot. Most of the tests were conducted m the roll
chair in which several pilots were subjected to oscillations
of varied frequency and amplitude. The frequency-response
pattern was determined by analyzing the phaswngle and
amplitude relationship between the pilot’s control motion
and the motion of the simulator. The tests were run under
two conditions of tbe roll chair. In one condition the roll
chair was allowed to oscillate through ‘its spring system
which permitted the pilot to introduce damping; in the other
condition a sinusoidal oscillation was forced into the simu-
lator system. In the latter we the pilot could not damp
the oscillation regardlcs-s of the type or amount of control
that he used.

The teats of response time of humans consisted of pr~enh
ing approximate step inputs and irregular inputs to six per-
sons who were not pilots by prof~on and recording their
attempts to keep the pointers dined. Analysis of the data
was simply a matter of determining the time interval between
tbe start of the input disk movement and the start of the
controlled pointer movement.

RESULTS

EXPERIMENTALSTUDJE9

Ability to control simulated aircraft yawing oscillations.—
The rwdts of the present study of pilot ability to control
simulated aircraft yawing oscillations were determined by
analyzing sequences of tmt records in which the primary
pmuneters describing oscillatory systems (frequency and
inherent damping) and another parameter describing the
effectiveness of the rudder-pedal contiol system were varied.
Time histories of a typical sequence of t=t runs are presented
in &ure 7. This iigure shows the control efforts and results
of the pilot in his attempt to damp oscillations in which the
inherent stab”fity is being graduallj decreased. The effec-
tiveness of his control remains constant during this sequent?
and exceDt for a small effect of the destabilizing moment the
period o; oscillation is also constant. For ea& variation of
inherent damping a run was recorded in which the pilot
performed no controlling action in order to measure the
damping and frequency characteristic of the system; a
record was then made of the pilot attempt@ to control the
same oscillation in order to evaluate ti. ability to do SO.
Figure 7 shows clearly how the difficulty of controlling an
oscillation increases with increasing instability.

The results of these studies are presented in figure 8 as
boundary curves separating arw describing oscillations of
frequency and inherent dmnping such that they were con-
trollable by the pilot from areas describing oscillations that
were uncontrollable. In this @re the inherent damping of
the oscillation is expressed as one divided by the time for
the oscillation to diverge to twice amplitude l/T,. The
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fairiigs were made so that rdl data points indicating uncon-
trollable oscillations were included in the uncontrollable
region; howevw, bemuse of ~ ov~lapp~g Of Controllable
and uncontrollable oscillations, some data points indicating
controllable oscillations were included in the uncontrollable
region.

For purposes of comparing pilot ability to control lateral
oscillations where the instability of these oscillations is due
to a diflerent type of destabilization, the boundary curves
determined in reference 1 me also pr=ented in figure 8.
(The symbol i5’repr@enb the destabtig moment.) These

curves represent roughly the same range of control effective-
ness as was used in the present studies but the destabilizing
moment was introduced proportional to J# dt. These two
sets of curves show qualitative agreement in shape and loca-
tion in the range of frequency above 0.8 cycle per second.
Nota that the curves from reference 1 are extrapolations in
the frequency range above 1.05 cycles per second. At fre-
quencies below 0.8 cycle per second the boundary curves of
reference 1 show that the pilot could control less instability
as the frequency was decreased; whereas the present tests .
show that the pilot could control a slightiy greater instability
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as the frequency approached zero. This result means that
at any given frequency below 0.8 cycle per second the pilot
could control a greater amount of instability for the case
whom destabilization was proportion~ to ~ than in the case
where it was proportional to J$ oh. ho included in figure
8 is n curve representing the present Air Force-Navy flying-
qurdities requirements (re&. 3 and 4) for satisfactory lateral
oscillations which shows that there is a large range of oscil-
lation characteristics between those that are considered satis-
factory and those that are at the limit of pilots’ ability to
control in the present tests. It is interesting to note that

the requirements for satisfactory oscillations are based only
on period and damping, and the present tests indicate that
factors other than period and damping are important in
determining boundaries for controllable oscillations. AI-
though the two cases are not comparable, there is an indica-
tion that perhaps factors other than period and damping
may influence boundaries for satisfactory oscillation.

In the teats conducted with the yaw chair set to perform
a static divergence (static instability), it waa found that

with control springs 1 and 2 (see table I) the pilot could

control divergences having a vaIue of *=3.3. This value

953

B

of l/T9 represents a much more unstable condition than the
pilot could control at zero frequency in the case where the
yaw-chair motion was destabikzed by a moment introduced
proportional to ~ and emphasizes the fact that the ability
of the pilot to control unstable simulated aircraft motion is
a function of the destabilizing system.

Determination of pilot-oontrol-response charaoteristics.—
Concurrently with the studies conducted with the yaw
chair to det ermine the abili@ of pilots to control simulated
yawing oscillations, studies were being made of pilot control
response to rolling and yawing oscillations. The first chara~
teristic that was apparent in these studies was the d.iflerence
in response patterns performed by d.ifbrent pilots. These
differences were especially evident in the initial roll-chair
test records of the pilots and were frequently evident during
responses to relatively high frequencies of oscillations
throughout the twits. I?igure 9 illustrates the differences
found in the control response of three pilots (pilots A, B,
and C) to forced-rolling oscillations of a frequency of about
1.25 cyoles per second. It may be of importance to note
that each pilot was instructed to respond to the forced-
rolling oscillations in a manner similar to that he would use
in a corresponding flight situation and not merely to at-
tempt to oscillate his controls at the same frequency a9 the
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FIGURE9.—Ccmtrol response of threepilots to forced sinusoidalrolling
oscillations. Approximate frequency, 1.25 oyoleeper seoond.

oscillation. The control response of pilot A is predominantly
a smooth continuous wave form, much like that-which wotid
be expected of an autopilot. l?ilo~ B tried to tit his
response to applying control every other half-cycle. In
this way, he applied ccmtrol predominantly to the left. He
apparently fdt that by this procedure he could maintain the
desired phase relationship with the oscillation; however,
the result was an irregular and inconsistent re+onse. The
response of pilot C is approximately a smooth wave form
but has the additional characteristic of being intermithnt.
The pilot observed the oscillation for several cycles and ap-
parently determined a programmed type of control movement
deigned to eliminate the oscillation. The significance of
these differences in pilot re9ponse patterns is that no one
set of characteristics can rigorously represent pilot re-
sponse. Any ealcnlations involving pilot control response
should make use of a set of characteristics applicable to
the type of motion to be cxmtrolled. The results obtained
still can be viewed only as an approximation.

Additional general characteristics of pilot response that
were determined by an inspection of the roll-chair and yaw-
chair test records were: (1) a type of nonlinearity where the
amplitude ratio of control deflection to yawing displacement
became greater as the amplitude of the displaeeznent became
small, and (2) an abili@ of the pilots to adjust theti control
response to fulfill the requirements of the situation. These
characteristics are iilustiated in the test reeds presented
in figure 10. A case of nonlinearity of control response is
shown in figge 10 (a). It can be seen that the piIot readily
damps the oscillation to small amplitude but the amplitude
of the pilot’s control response does not decrease with a cor-
responding rapidity. In fact the pilot continues with ap-
preciable control deflections at times when the trace repre-
senting yawing displacement shows a barely perceptible

movement. The sensitivity of the pilot is increased to a
point where he is supplying a large restoring moment which
causes a short period movement. This situation is wmlagous
to an “on-off” type of servomechanism such as is used on
wind-tunnal balance beams.

The test reeerd prwented in figure 10 (b) shows o case in
which the pilot is confrom%d with a static divergent condition
of the yaw chair. This type of motion preaent9 an entirely
diflerent problem of control to the pilot in that he has to
supply a moment in phase with displacement. As can be
seen in figure 10 (b) the pilot senses the control requirements
and is able to alter his response characteristics in a manner
to control the motion.

Frequency response.—l?rom records such as that presented
in figure 9 (a), the frequency response of the pilot to rolling
oscillations was studied. For the phase-rmgle analysis tho
setie of direction used was such that when the pilot’s control
deflections opposed the displacement of the simulator tho
pilot is said to be in phase, or when the pilot’s control is in
the swne direction as the displacement he is said to be 180°
out of phase. It was found that the phase-angle relationship
of the pilot’s control response to the rolling motion was in-
consistent at any given fkequency. This inconsistency
covered a rather narrow band of phase anglea in the lower
part of the frequency range; however, as the frequency in-
creased the inconsistency of phase angle also increased until,
at a frequency slightly higher than 1 cycle per second, tho
inconsistency covered the entire Phase-angle range of + lSOO.
It is believed that the testing method is responsible for much
of this inconsistency of phase angle because it deprived tho
pilot of ability to sense the effect of his control actions.
Since the oscillations were being forced into the simulator,
the pilot’s control had no effectiveness and consequently tho
pilot did not have any indication that his control was being
applied correctly. As expressed by one pilot this is a
“frustrating situation” and it is natural for the pilot to vary
his control movements in an effort to seek an effective manner
of control. In addition to this inconsistency of phnse-rmglo
variation, it was apparent that some of the pilots were
developing an ability to perform a rhythmic motion with
the controls that enabled them to respond to oscillations of
considembly higher frequency than was indicated to bo
probable by the experimental yaw-chair tests. Examples
of test records showing this “rhythmic control” response am
shown in iignre 11. In iigure 11 (a) the pilot is maintaining
a smooth rwponse at frequencies of as high as 2.5 cycles pm
seco ad.

In iigure 11 (b) the pilot is also maintaining a smooth
response at a frequency of about 2 cycles per second and
shows the ability to adjust his rhythm slightly so that his
control response is approximately at the desired phase angle.
In both of these cases it is believed that the pilot’s ability
to respond at these high frequencies results from his op-
portunity to estimnte quickly the approximate frequenoy
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FmwmJ 1l.—lkamples of pilot rhythmio control response to high-
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required of his response and then to sense the difference in
the rhythm of his control response and the oscillation so
that he can increase or decrease his frequency to make it
correspond. His ~bility to respond would obviously de-
teriorate if the motion were “irregular. Although suoh data
me indicative of a type of human-pilot control response, it
is apparently repre9entntive only of the specific condition of
a simple periodic motion and should not be considered in a
gemmalized eqm.ssion of pilot frequency response.

Because of such deficiencies as the pilot’s control being
inconsistent when he has no indiwition that his control is
being applied correctly and the existence of conditions
favorable for rhythmic control response, the method of using
sinusoidal input forced oscillations to study pilot frequency
response is not well suited for that purpose. A point worth

noting is that pilot frequency response apparently can be
determined only for the case where he can sense the effects of
his control. This situation implies that his response will be
aflected by his control success and will be dependent upon the
type of motion that he is attempting to control. Therefore,
it was desirable to utilize some method of determiningg pilot
frequency response wherein the pilot eontiol operations would
be effective in the task performed and the characteristics of
the motion to- be controlled would be other than simple
periodic motion. From the tests conducted with the yaw
chair a number of records were available in which the oscil-
lation charaotaristics approached the boundmy of pilot
ability to control and therefore the motions were more or less
self generating; at the same time, however, the ecmtrol
moments exerted by the pilot were great enough to alter
appreciably the periodic yavving motion of the simulator.
The result was an irregular variation of both yawing dis-
placement and control position, as illustrated by the examples
of test records shown in figure 12. By harmonically analyzing
both the variation of yawing displacement and the corre-
sponding variation of pilot control displacement, it is possible
to determine the frequency-response variation of the pilot in
controlling the yaw chair. The theory of this type of anal-
ysis is given in reference 5. Such an analysis effectively
eliminates the deficiencies that are believed to be pr~ent in
this particuhm application of the steady-state sinusoidal-
oscillation method.

Several of these test records were h&noniudly analyzed
and the resulting pilot frequency response is presented in
figure 13. The data presented in figure 13 (a) came horn
an analysis of three records by the same pilot (pilot D) in
which a different control effectiveness was used for eaoh run.
There is scatter in the data horn all three of the records
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analyzed but this scatter was not wmsidared large in view
of the inconsistencies that are to be wrpected m the response
patterns of human pilots. The phase-angle variation shows
a gradual decrease from about 180° phsswmgle lead at
zero frequency to 0° at a frequency of about 7.0 radians per
second. The decrease is more ~apid in the frequenq range
up to about 2.0 radians per second and it is believed that the
large phast+angle lead in this region is the result of the
pilot acting so m to reduce the re9toring forces in the system
to slow the return of the chair horn a displacement. It also
may be of importance to note tliat, in most of the records
suited for this tie of analysis, the natural frequency of the
yam chair was about 4.0 radians per second and the ampli-

.
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analyzed to determinepilot-control frequenoy respome to simulated
rdroraftyawing motion.
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tude of the harmonics representing the low frequencies of
oscillation was probably small so that the pilot was not
particularly concerned with controlling those harmonics.
Had the situation required that the pilot oppose the motion
at the lower frequencies, it is believed that he would have no
diflicul~ in doing SO. If the data points at the lower fre-
quencies are disregarded, a variation of phase angle that
would correspond to a simple derivative response with a
constant tinm lag of about 0.2 second would give an approxi-
mate fairing of the data points. The variation of c.ontrol-
response amplitude ratio was quite erratic in the higher part
of the frequency range covered; however, a trend of anincreas-
ing amplitude ratio with increasing frequency is well deiined.
If this trend were linear, it would correspond to a derivative-
control-response amplitude ratio of constant value. An at-
tempt was made to analyze further the amplitude ratio of the
control response given by the pilot by a sampling process in
whichinstantaneous values of yawing velocity and correspond-
ing control deflections were measured in numerous instances
throughout the testrecords. The amplitude ratio &/@vas deter-
mined from each set of these measurements. There was some
inconsistency in control-response amplitude ratio thus ob-
tained but on the average this method gave a value of 0.20
inch of rudder-pedal travel per degree of yaw per second.
This variation of derivative control response is equal to the
variation of proportional control indicated by the dashed
line presented on the amplitude-ratio plot of iigure 13 (a).
Thu amplitude-ratio variation appears to be too conservative
to be considered a good fairing of the data points but does
substmtiate the indicated trend.

l?igures 13 (b) and 13 (c) each represent data for three
pilots having the same control effectiveness available. These
figures show essentially the same variations as in figure 13 (a)
and are presented only to show the consistency of analysis.

Response time. —By use of the movable disk and pointer
apparatus, previously described, the response time of six
persons was studied. An example of ~e test runs is shown
in figure 14 (a). The response time varied from about 0.2
second to about 0.4 second with the average being about
0.26 second. Additional runs were- made in which the sub-
jects responded to irregular inputs such as can be seen in
figure 14 (b). Note that in figure 14 (b) if the controlled
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trovet,deg ~ 30
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tnput disk kiwi, deg
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C.or!Jroltedpdllkr 0
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o
lihe, set

(a) Reaponm to approximate step inputs.
(b) Response to irregular inputs.

FIQUSE14.—R.eaponseof a human trying to keep a pointer alinedwith
another pointer located on a movable disk.

pointer-travel variation was advanced in time about 0.2
second, it would reflect practically all the large movements
of the input disk. This remdt was characteristic of all the
subjects and indicates that their response time to an irregular,
but often moving, input might be slightly less than their
response time to approximate step inputEz, where the time
between input movements is sufficient for the pilot control
moveimnts to settle down to constant position. This 0.2-
second time lag is consistent with i%e frequency-response
phase-angle variation representing a derivative control
response with a 0.2-second constant time lag that was used
to approximate the frequency-response data points.

ANALYTICALSrumm

Cahmlations of pilot abili~ to control simulated aircraft
lateral oscillations,-In order to provide a more thorough
investigation, the problem of determmm. “ g pilot-control-
responee characteristics and ability to cantrol lateral oscilla-
tions was also studied analytically. Two approaches to the
problam were made: one in which initial analytical expres-
sions of pilot control response were assumed after qualitative
analysis of some yaw-chair test records performed prior to
the experimental frequency-response studies, and the other
in which an analytical expression representing the law of
pilot control rcaponae indicated by the frequency-response
data presented in &me 13 was used to calculate the control
boundaries of the pilot.

Calculations from assumed laws of pilot response .—l?rom
a general impection of i%e problem of oscillation control, it
can be seen that, in order to control an unstable oscillation,
the pilot must intioduce a moment that has a component,
90° out of phase with tbe oscillation, of su.fiicient magnitude
to neutralize any destabilizing moments. The pilot could
well satisfy the phase-angle requirements if his control
were proportional to yawing velocity ~. The data pre-
sented in reference 1 indicated that such an assumption
was reasonable, but that an additional factor should be
included in any expression of pilot control response to effect
the apparent deterioration of the pilots’ response at com-
paratively high frequencies. The assumption was made that
the control response of the pilot would be proportional to J
but with either a constant time lag, a viscous lag, or a com-
bination of these two lags. The =Urned laws of control
can be expressed by the equations:

N=hD +.-’D (1)

N= hD+
l+lD

(2)

N=~+6-’D
1+-111 (3)

A brief analysis of some of the test records taken in the
tests of reference 1 indicated that, for a given control ar-
rangement, the control-response amplitude ratio of the pilot
was approximately proportional to yawing velocity. The
analysis indicated that the pilot used diiTerent response
amplitude ratios for different control-effectiveness arrange-
ments, the trend being to use the highest ratio when employ-
ing the control effectivene.ea of lowest value. For the control
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arrangement corresponding to an effectiveness value of
N,
+=1 1.0, the piloi% used a control-response amplitude

ratio of about 0.15 inch of rudder-pedal deflection per degree
of ynw per second. This combination of control effective-
ness and pilohresponse amplitude was used in the prment
analysis to calculate the value of the gearing constant used
by the pilot.

h order to determine the effect of control response with
constant time lag or viscous lag or both upon the pilot’s
ability to control oscillations, the control boundaries were
calculated by use of arbitmry values of constant time lag of
0.1 second and viscous-lag time constant of 0.1 second.
The control boundaries for the various a.sw.med pilot response
characteristics are presented in figure 15. The initial dis-
cussion will be concerned with the case of S a Y# dt (fig.
15 (b)) where Sreprwents the destabilizing moment. In addi-
tion to the curves representing boundary conditions for pilot
response with the given lag factors and with a combination
of the given lag factors, two other boundary curves are
presented: one for the condition of no lag present in the
pilot’s control response, and the other for the experimental
boundarrt horn reference 1 representing a control effective-

ness of ~’=ll.o.

It can readily be seen from this figure that the calculated
variations of the boundary of pilot ability to control simu-
lated oscillations are consistent with the trend of the expwi-
mental curve of referenca 1 to approach zero value of l/Tz
at zero frequency. In the frequency range below 0,5 cyclo
per second, the pilot’s ability to control is apparently littlo
affected by lags of the order of magnitude used in the calcula-
tions. In fact, with the destabilizing moment introduced
proportional to J* dt, the calculated variations with lags
included indicate a slightly more effective response in this
frequency region than the boundary curve for pilot response
having no lag. In the higher frequency range the calculated
boundaries repreaen~i either viscous or constant tinm lag
showed the characteristic of decreasing l/Ts with inoresaing
frequency as was shown by the experimental curve, although
the locations of the curves were appreciably different. The
one notable difference in characteristics behveen the calcu-
lated and experimental curves was that the maximum wdues
of IJT3 for the calculated curves occurred at lower frequencies
than in the experimental case. This result may mean thot
the pilot’s actual response differs from the as-sunmd pilot
rwponee in (a) increasing gearing ratio in this frequency
range or (b) decrcwing lag in this frequency range or (c)
both increasing the gearing ratio and decreasing the lag.

Figure 15 (a) presents the calculated bound~ curves for
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fimnm 15.—Calcldated bound~-ea of pilot ability b cmntrol simulated yawing osoillatiom in Whioh various simplified expreeaiom of pilot control
msponea were ~ed.
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the same response expressions ss in figure 15 (b) but for the
cnsc where the oscillations were destabilized by a moment
introdumd proportional to ~. Comparison of the bound-
nrics presented in this figure .with corresponding boundaries
in figure 15 (b) for the same lmvs of pilot control response
shows that the same characteristic diflerencw are present ss
were present in the experimental boundaries. This con-
sistency is at least an indication that the pilot’s response
followed the same law in the two experimental wee and is a
further indiwtion that the ability of the pilot to control
unstable oscillations is a function of the method by which
the system is made unstable.

Calmdations from experimental law of response.—The
frequency-response data as presented in iigure 13 have indi-
cated an approximate law of control response of the human
pilot while controlling unstable yawing oscillations. The
dashed lines in figure 13 (a) are representative of a deriva-

tive controller of constant amplitude ratio $3=0.20 inch
d+

(m’
pm degree per second, or $=5.7 poumls per degree per

seeond and with a constant time lag of 0.2 second. I?rom
this law of control in conjunction with the values of control
effectivencas corrcaponding to values for the three control
arrrmgements used in each of the experimental studies
(ref. 1 and present tests), the boundaries of pilot control
ability were calculated.

The rcmlts of these calculations are presented in ilgure 16.
The boundary curves calculated by using values of control
effectiveness available in the experimental teats of reference 1
for the case in which destabilizing moment wss proportional
to f# dt are represented in figure 16 (b), and for comparison

the experimental boundaries from reference 1 are also
presented. The b~ic characteristic of comparable experi-
mental and calculated curves are similar, although it is
apparent that the assumed amplitude ratio for the control

iv,
effectiveness of ~’= 19.0 is higher than the ratio actually

used by the pilot. In general, tha notable d.itTerence was
the occurrence of m@.mum values of l/T2 at a lower fie-
quency for the calculated curve and also the failure of the
calculated boundaries to include the higher frequency oscil-
lations indicatid by the experimental boundaries. This
rcmdt indicaks that perhaps the pilot maintained a better
phase relationship than would be indicated by the sssumed
0.2+econd constant time lag.

The case of the destabilizing moment proportional to
yawing veloci~ is presented in figure 16 (a) for calculated
and comparable experimental boundaries. 13smntially the
same observations can be made as were made for figure 16 (b).
The higher frequency range covered by the mpri.mentd
curves indicates the possibility of the pilots’ utilking, to
some extent, their previously exhibited rhythmic control,
in which case it would be possible for them to have less
control-response time lag at the higher frequencies.

DISCUSSION

It is importsnt to note that the pilots performing the yaw--
chair tests were all thoroughly familiar with the problem of
controlling aircraft lateral oscillations. &o, all but one of
the pilots had previous extensive practice in the yaw-chair
tests described in reference 1. J?or this reason, the incon-
sistencies of response that would be expected during a learn-
ing cycle were apparently of small magnitude and, in addi-
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tion, the beneficial effects of practice vvere believed ta be at
a fairly high level throughout the present test program.
However, there were numerous occasions on which the yaw
chair was demonstrated to pilots other than the pilots per-
forming the test program, and it was obvious that the fac-
tors of f~lty with the problm and practice were ex-
tremely important factors affecting the pilots’ ability to
control simulated aircraft lateral oscillations. It is believed
that the limiting frequency of oscillation to which an average
pilot with practice in controlling yawing oscillations can
correctly respond and which he can control with insistency
is close to that limit established in reference 1 of slightly
less than 1 cycle per second. Also considered as an import-
ant factor in the bonndmies established in the present
studies is the fact that the pilots could devote their undi-
vided attention to the control of the yawing oscillation, an
obvious advantage over actuaI flight conditions. In gen-
ed, the test conditions were such as to bring out the
maximum in pilot ability and resulb should be viewed with
that realization.

By using analytical expressions of the pilots’ control
operation it was possible to calculate a rough approximation
of ptiot ability to control unstable oscillations. The cal-
culated boundaries did not agree exady with experimentally
determined boundaries but it is believed that the analytical
expression obtained from the frequency-response data will
be valuable for certain calculations. Such a calculation
would be to determine whether the pilots’ control response
will have a destabilizing effect on an otherwise stable air-
craft system or, in the cwe of an inherently unstable aircraft
system made stable by artificial means, to determine whether
the pilot would be able to control the airplane in case of a
failure of the artificial stabilization.

It should be realized that the present studies utilized test
conditions which perhaps give the piIot advantages that
cannot be realized in ‘flight. For instance, it is probable
that during a long flight the contcol requirements of an
unstable oscillatory condition might fatigue the pilot to the
extent that the effectiveness of his control response might
diminish considerably. Also, it might be that the mechanics
and dynamics of the aircraft contiol system would result in an
appreciably d.iflerent pilot control amplitude response or
that the arrangement of the aircraft might be such that there
is a lack of a good reference by which the pilot can sense the
oscillations. In general, in the analysis of the performance
of the human pilot, consideration must be given to the
effect that environment might have upon the pilot response
cbaractmistics.

CONCLUSIONS

Studies of pilot contiol response to simidated aircraft
motions have indicated the following conclusions:

1. The limit of ability of pilots to control simulated
unstable aircraft yawing oscillations (single degree of
freedom) where the destabilizing moment is introduced
proportional to yawing velocity # has been experimentally
determined as a function of frequency. of oscillation, inherent
damping, and control effectiveness.

2. A mmparison with previous work showed that the
ability of pilots to control yawing oscillations was also a

function of the charactaristic9 of
in the system.

the destabilizing element

●

3. The control responses of pilots to sinmhted rolling or
yawing aircraft motions ha$e individual characteristics
and inconsistencies that prevented an exact representation
of the pilots’ wmtrol operation.

4. Frequency-response analysis of human pilots by the
method in which sinusoidal input forced oscillations were
used yielded results substantially difhrent from harmonic
analysis of irregular input and output test records. The
difference was attributed to the ability of human pilots to
develop a rhythmic response when controlling motions of a
simple periodic form and also to the inconsistencies of tho
pilot’s control response when his control has no effect upon
the motion to be controlled. It is believed that the fre-
quency response of the pilot obtained by the harmonic
analysis of response to irreguhr inputs should be used for
any application of pilot control response to ~ateral oscilhb
tions and, in addition, the pilot must be able to sense tlm
effect of his control actions upon the motion he is controlling.

5. The frequency-response data determined by hrmnonic
analysis of irreguhw input records indicated a phase-angle
variation that is reflective of the response time of a human,
The control-response wnplitude ratio indicated that the
pilots, in attempting to control unstable oscillations, re-
sponded proportionally to velocity over most of tho fre-
quency range. However, the studies also indicahd that the
control response of pilots may vary in accordance with tho
control requirements of diflerent situations.

6. Calculation of pilot ability to control simulated air-
craft yawing oscillations by using a control-response ex-
pression that approximates the experimentally determined
frequency response of the pilot gave results that compare
qualitatively with experimental redte.

7. The use of an analytical expression to repremnt tho
control operations of the pilot in equationa representing the
motion of an airplane appeam practical in the case of simul-
ated yawing oscillations. In any application, however,
consideration must be given to the effects that conditions
particular to the application might have upon the control
response of the pilot.

LANGLEYAERONATJTICm LABORATORY,
NATIOmLADVISORY Commrm E FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANCUEY FIELD,VA.,March Id, 196%.
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